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J4C Moroto

By: Tumusiime K. Deo & Francis Legkwo

FGM-Moroto DCC responds
A case of Female
Genital Mutilation
involving 7 children aged below
14 was recently
successfully handled by the Moroto District Chainlinked Committee
(DCC). The Justice for Children
(J4C) of the Justice, Law and Order Sector facilitated a team of
journalists from
Kampala to follow
up the story. Below is an overview:

cal surgeons as we
know them in formal medical institutions. The mutilator’s uncertified
working tools are
good enough to
inflict the damage
on one of the most
delicate parts of a
woman’s
body.
And as heard from
a former mutilator, one knife is
used on several
girls, which exposes them to the
risk of infections,
including
HIV/
AIDS.

July 13th 2014 will
particularly
remain engraved on
the minds of the 7
young girls from
Tapac
SubCounty in Moroto
district. On this
day, they were
mobilized in the
Kraal of their Local Council leader, where a waiting mutilator meted on them what
one could with
every grain of accuracy term as the
most painful experience in a child’s
life.
Mutilators
famously carry the
title of “Surgeon”,
nominally sharing
a platform with
professional medi-

According to the
Resident
State
Attorney
Mr.
Amalo Zerald Peter Opio; long
time, men used to
go out of their
homes for very
long periods. So,
they cut their
wives’
private
parts to kill their
urge for sex while
the men were
away, to prevent
them from having
it with other men.
Men in the affected tribes are said
to have specific
preference for cut
girls as the uncut
are
considered
unworthy. This,
added to pressure
from parents and

the incentives given to the mutilators, has encouraged the practice
to continue even
after it was outlawed in 2010 by
an Act of Parliament.
In the above captioned case, the
‘Chief Surgeon’
was sentenced to
ten and a half
years in prison,
her
co-accused,
the Mobilizer was
handed a threeyear sentence and
the parents were
asked to pay a fine
of Sh100,000 each
or face arrest. The
L.C Chair in
whose Kraal the
offence was committed was acquitted and ordered to
become a champion against FGM!
According to Section 2 of the Prohibition of Genital
Mutilation
Act
2010, “A person
who carries out
FGM commits an
offence and is liable on conviction
to imprisonment
not exceeding ten
years” To page 4

EDITORIAL
Dear esteemed readers,

I welcome you to this edition of the Centre for Justice Studies and Innovations J4C Newsletter, capturing key highlights of news and events around
justice for children across the country. We have
packaged a few featured articles as well as a number of news briefs to provide you a wide spectrum.
The articles contained herein, are originated by our
staff on the ground in the various operation sites,
and are therefore deemed credible pieces of information.
Each one of us has been a children at a certain
time and many of us either have children of our
own or we offer care to someone else’ children.
The duty to protect children in our respective societies, is everyone’s responsibility. The Justice for
Children program has provided the platform for
engagement on the critical issues, but we can only
achieve so much working on our own.
Please feel encouraged to share with us your opinions on any of the articles in this newsletter . Your
feedback will contribute a great deal towards informing our future direction and approach. Write
to:

The Editor, J4C Newsletter
E-mail: communications@cjsi.org
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Remarks from Director of Programmes
Dear esteemed readers,
As we come to the last
quarter of the last year of
implementation, I wish to
appreciate the funding
support from our Development partners UNICEF,
and the JLOS Secretariat
for the trust vested in CJSI
to run the show, and the
efforts of the J4C Steering
committee in providing
continuous guidance and (L) Her Worship Lillian Mwandha, outgoing Chairperson J4C National Steeroversight to programme ing Committee hands over to incoming Chairperson Ms. Susan Okalany (R).
implementation. Here I Looking on is Ag. Technical Advisor JLOS Secretariat Ms. Racheal Odoi
acknowledge the stewardship of the outgoing
Chairperson Her Worship Lillian system through better planning, us your comments, which we’ll
Mwandha and of course wel- institutionalization of child jus- take into account to inform our
come our new Chairperson Ms. tice sufficient standards for ser- future performance.
Susan Okalanyi, who has served vice of children, and more emas the Secretary since the com- bedded processes and procedures Sylvia Namubiru Mukasa, CJSI
mittee was formed. I commend to serve children rather than re- Director of Programmes
all the system actors at National, active interventions. We appreciRCC and DCC levels for bearing ate the fact that justice for chilthe continuous knocks on their dren cannot wait and call upon
doors by our foot soldiers, the the system actors to embrace
staff for relentless efforts. It’s on their duty to protect as required
this premise that we have regis- under the Convention of rights
Out of the 508
tered a number of milestones, of child, our constitutions and
divertible cases
among them, embracing of child Children Act in the CRC.
friendly processes, innovations
registered in the
to support children to access It is everyone's obligation to
timely and meaningful justice, have their interest at heart, bear3rd quarter, a tothe concerted efforts to coordi- ing in mind that they are still in
tal of 389 were
nate and ensure adherence to formation stage, and for every
standards through regular in- decision we make today, we are
diverted in conspections, meetings and updates, answerable to what they become
community dialogues and their in the future individually and as
trast to the 244
deliberations and contributions a group.
to periodic reviews of the Pro- In this Newsletter, you will be
diverted cases in
gramme.
able to see a clear overview of
the previous
We call for prioritization of cas- our work in the different sites.
es related to children within the Please feel encouraged to send
quarter
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J4C Moroto

By: Tumusiime K. Deo & Francis Legkwo

From Page 2-The Centre for Justice Studies and Innovations (CJSI), believes broader issues of child justice were
for long not mainstreamed in the justice system, which
was often adult-centered or simply catered for child offenders. But as clearly manifested above, children are
also wronged, and they deserve not just attention but urgent attention and protection. Thanks to the efforts of
J4C, various system actors of the Justice, Law and Order
Sector (JLOS) including the Police, Magistrate, DPP,
Probation and others, have had their capacity enhanced
on how to deal with cases involving children both as offenders and victims. His Worship Katorogo Moses
Katorogo Mutazindwa says that the institutions are now
working as a family to fast-track children’s cases. It’s for
this kind of coordination, the above FGM case was successfully disposed of in a record time of only three
weeks. He adds that the District Chain-linked Committee
recently passed a resolution not to register any cases
without witnesses; and children’s cases are always given
first priority. He also says that the DCC regularly visits
the prisons prior to court sessions to assess the inmates’
problems before hearing their cases.

FGM in Moroto is practiced mainly among the Tepeth
and the Pokot.
The six victims we met on site looked to be in good
health and they smiled and chuckled during the entire
interview as they could neither verify their age (s) nor
confirm understanding that what they had engaged in was
wrong. They however said that they were motivated by
their elder colleagues, who had undergone FGM. A mother of one of the children said that she had been away
when her daughter was mutilated, but by the look on her
face, she showed no remorse possibly because she too
had been mutilated.

Voices captured from various actors
“We told the parents that if they go on and force the girls
to get married, then we shall open up another case against
them”, says His Worship Katorogo Moses Mutazindwa, the Chief Magistrate and Chair, Moroto District
Chain-linked Committee (JLOS)

The FGM victims received medical attention provided by
J4C partner MIFUMI shelter located at the Moroto gov- “When they mutilate, they cut out everything. If you saw,
ernment hospital and were later effectively resettled back you would not want to see again”, says Mr. Amalo
Zerald Peter Opio the Resident State Attorney of
to their families.
Moroto
“FGM is a very bad practice. Even if some people contin-

Face to Face with the Mutilators and the mutilated ue to practice it, whoever is doing it, knows that it is

wrong. The women are intimidated by their communities
that if they are not circumcised, then they are not woman
enough, not worthy of marriage and are denied certain
privileges. Yet some women have very delicate bodies
whereby any slight wound simply expands and makes
them to suffer a lot.” Rt. Rev. Bishop Joseph Abura

On a warm, sunny morning, we set off on the rugged
journey to Tapac Sub-County in Moroto, the place where
the 7 young girls were mutilated. Moments after our arrival, two elderly women filed into the Sub-County compound and helped themselves to the verandah, waiting to
“Even as the law appears to bite in address FGM, there’s
tell their story.
need for more awareness, more vigilance in the law imWe spoke to the Chief Mutilator Chepkiror Nakonyieri,
plementation and protection of the best interest of chilwho said that she had mutilated over 100 girls, but was
dren involved who have been socialized to believe the
quick to add that she has since stopped the practice after practice is for their own good, yet harmful by all indicarealizing that a law had been passed making FGM illegal. tions. There is a gap on creating a safe haven as the children were returned to the community that was responsible
She added that FGM became popular due to the huge cerfor harming them soon thereafter. The Justice system
emonies involved, the pride and respect attached where
needs to plan and have some kind of victim support and
successful candidates received special names (Kaporet,
protection measures” Sylvia N. Mukasa, CJSI Director
of Programmes
Sereteu), plus, it is believed to usher girls into womanhood
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J4C CENTRAL

By: Brenda Kyomugisha

Kyenjojo gets FCC courtroom
Kyenjojo district now has a Family and Children’s Courtroom. This development was announced during a meeting of Kyenjojo District Coordinating Committee with Fortportal Resident Judge Justice
Batema. This he did in fulfilment of one of his mandates as a chair of the Regional Coordination Committee (RCC) while inspecting and
monitoring Kyenjojo detention facilities. The Hon. Judge was accompanied by the RPC's representative SP
Solomon Kyamanywa, the delegate
for the Regional Administrator of
Uganda Human Rights Commission
Dorcus Musiimenta and the Chairperson of Kyenjojo DCC also Grade One
Court Magistrate, His Worship Belmos Opio Ogwang. The activity had a
special focus on children and was
funded under the Justice for Children
Programme.
During the visit, the Judge took cognizance of a number of successes regis- Justice David Batema and the representative of the
tered by the Kyenjojo DCC, among RPC, SP Solomon Kyamanywa enjoy the chambers
them; Good working relationship bethe juveniles will be using as their court.
tween police and Probation office,
screening of suspected juveniles on arrival at prisons, DCC inspections to detention facilities, the mandatory medical examination of suspected juveniles, among others.

Kyenjojo DCC passes strict resolutions
The Kyenjojo DCC has passed strict resolutions aimed at streamlining justice for children activities.
During the maiden meeting for 2014 held ion July 17th at the Kyenjojo Magistrate’s Court, the following resolutions were agreed upon by members: No suspected juvenile files should be submitted to RSA
without a police form 24 filled or else the file would be returned to police; RSA/Court will equally not
entertain suspected/borderline juvenile without medical examinations done; No children’s file should be
entertained without a social inquiry report attached; and the SPWO was encouraged to visit police at
least twice a week.
The DCC reiterated its wish to wipe the remand home of petty juveniles from Kyenjojo. Only 02 petty
offenders were registered in the remand home. The DCC also agreed to hold quarterly meetings as a
way of giving gap to Sub-Committees to do their work.
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Pictorial
Digging to the last detail of FGM in Moroto. Below, J4C staff and journalists interviewing various actors
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J4C CENTRAL

By: Brenda Kyomugisha

Specialized training for Kyenjojo and Kabarole

Left is one of the facilitators, PSA Susan Okalany making her
presentation while Right: Standing is the Assistant Registrar H/W
Emokor Samuel giving closing remarks before he invited Justice
Mutonyi (in the background) to officially close the training.

J4C facilitated a specialized training of judicial officers,
prosecutors probation officers, advocates and police detectives from Kyenjojo and Kabarole pilot sites. The
training that took place at Fort View Hotel attracted 12
participants, 6 males and 06 females. The training was
conducted by none-other than the cerebrated champions
of the justice for children cause, Justice MargaretMutonyi and Principal State Attorney Susan Okalany.
The main objective of the training was to strengthen the
capacity of Grade I Magistrates and refresh other stakeholders in child Justice Service delivery chain such as
Prosecutors, Probation and social welfare officers, selected defence lawyers and police investigators in J4C
program sites by training them to boost their capacity to
promote, protect and safeguard the needs, rights and
dignity of children seeking services from the justice system.

Among other observations, was that: L.C courts are
courts of first instance for cases such as theft, malicious damage to property, common assault, assault occasioning
bodily harm e.t.c. Magistrates had been trying cases not in their jurisdiction, and that prosecution has no mandate to
sanction and later on prosecute such cases. All cases in that category in the system should be referred back to L.C
courts. Participants were urged to look beyond the face value of the offence and assess the possible causes of crimes
among children, which may be due to vulnerability of many forms such as being a child headed family, criminal environment. e.t.c. This training has boosted the number of diversions from 85 in the previous quarter to 89 in this
quarter. Similar trainings were conducted in all J4C sites across the country.

Bravo Kyenjojo for your team spirit: An abandoned and disabled child aged 2 and 8 months named Kemigisa Cinderella was reported to police and being a weekend, it was such a challenge. On my way to Kampala I received a call
from the CID AIP Ibra who alerted our office of the need for support. I raised the outgoing probation officer Pollyn
Karungi, who got in touch with Fountain of Peace Babies home. The team reached at police only to realize the baby could
neither sit nor stand and was above the age of 9 months that qualifies to be in their care. In the meantime, the Child and
Family Protection Unit (CFPU) had been alerted on the possible parents, Byaruhanga Ethta an employee of Tooro Royal
cottages, a place the mother, Ngonzi had abandoned the child. This was a sign of relief since it was then easy and possible
to hunt for them. However, the day was running out. It was at this moment that the CFPU Nambozo and the O.C station
Mugerwa Hassan walked to the Burden Bearers Babies Home, where the Baby was admitted as the hunt for the father went
on. As fate would befall, the baby fell sick but was taken to the private clinic by the Babies home. On the other hand, the
mother was arrested on Tuesday and charged with child abandonment and requested to pay the medical dues, which were
later paid by the aunt that had come to stand surety. Ngonzi was given bond on Thursday as she took the baby with her.
Byaruhanga is still on the run also on a charge of child neglect. Appreciation goes to the CFPU, CID, O.C station and the
probation officer who kept track of the progress-Brendah Kyomugisha, J4C Coordinator, Kabarole/Kyenjojo
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Quotes
“The child must know that he
is a miracle, that since the beginning of the world there
hasn't been, and until the end
of the world there will not be,
another child like him.” Pablo
Casals

“Whatever they grow up to
be, they are still our children,
and the one most important of
all the things we can give to
them is unconditional love. Not
a love that depends on anything at all except that they
are our children.”
Rosaleen Dickson

“Children are the world's most
valuable resource and its best
hope for the future” John F.
Kennedy

Voice of a child

Voice of a child victim
J4C intervened in a case of a child, who says he was
wrongfully arrested in October 2013 and held on remand until April 2014 when his case was dismissed.
Below, Ronald shares his story…
My name is Luyombya , I am 16 years old and I have
been in Naguru remand home since 25 t h October 2013
charged of theft. All this happened on my return from
school at a nearby trading centre in Luweero where I
meet some boys who were being chased by police and
some community members and I was mistakenly arrested and I ended up in the police cells, only to be told
that I was charged of theft!!!!!!! Which stolen items I
did not know about at all.
From police I was taken to court where I was transferred to Naguru remand home up to today when finally my case has been dismissed. While at Naguru remand home, I appeared at Luweero court several times
but my case was always adjourned due to lack of witnesses and this made me lose hope of returning to my
family, and knowing that I was innocently charged
broke my heart, and each passing day at the remand
home only brought tears in my eyes.
Due to constant adjournment of my case I stopped going to court. Fortunately, one afternoon the warden
assembled all us and she informed us that J4C had
come to help, and priority would be given to those who
have taken time without appearing in their respective
court. Luckily enough on 16 t h April 2014, my name was
among juveniles who were going for court. I appeared
in the chambers of G.1 and on this particular day as it
had been the case, the witnesses were nowhere to be
seen. This left the Magistrate with no option but to dismiss my case. This has brought joy to my heart knowing that I will be with my family and am not a criminal. I am a free man! Great thanks to J4C for the support
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Assorted News Round up

Central: Over 40 juveniles

By: Noume Bazinzi, Faith Namono and Rose Okaka
of Gender Labour and Social Development (MoGLSD), the organisation supplements services of
Remand homes and the Kampiringisa National Rehabilitation
Centre by supporting the general
welfare and social services for
children. Among the services rendered includes; provision of Psycho- social services, simple and
age appropriate Agriculture, cookery, gardening, fumigation, support to children with life skills like
shaving using machines, sensitisation of children on sexual reproductive health, Picture drawing
and co-curriculum activities – Indoors games like chess, draft, Ludo, Omweso e.t.c and outdoor
games like Volley ball, and Football. They also facilitate Tracing
and Resettlement of children and
conduct capacity development
workshops for Remand Home staff
on project planning, counselling
and guidance.

years were sorted out at Court and
the DPP office in Soroti respectively for withdrawal and Nolle
prosequie to create space and time
to handle freshly reported cases.

have benefited from a partnership
of J4C with the Justice CentresUganda, Uganda Christian Lawyers Fraternity (UCLF) and Uganda Law Society Legal Aid Project,
and Child Justice Initiative. The
Regional/Subjuveniles at High and Chief Magistrate’s Court level received free
regional training
Legal services including plea barThe program equipped a total of
gaining sessions at the High Court.
96 child justice actors in the pilot
The efforts are geared towards
sites with knowledge and skills in
ensuring expeditious disposal of
handling and managing cases inchildren’s cases, decongesting devolving children. The specialized
tention facilities, and resettlement.
trainings, which targeted Grade I
Utilizing the institutional support
Magistrates, Prosecutors, Probafunds, the program commenced
tion and Social welfare Officers,
Naguru Remand Home decongesand Police investigators, was spottion initiative in conjunction with
on with remarkable practice
Remand Home authority in early
change on the ground across all
April 2014. Targeting a total of
sites. As a direct outcome of the
159 juvenile offenders, the protraining, in Soroti for instance,
gram provided the facility with
judicial officers responded by refuel facilitation alongside playing
leasing all 06 child offenders who
effective coordination and advocawere remanded at Mbale R/H on
cy with courts to handle the cases.
By close of May 2014, a total of
Soroti:
The DCC has support- bail with others having their cases
dismissed in accordance with the
113 children had been served uned the weeding out of undeserving
provisions of the Children Act.
der the initiative with the followcases in the system at police and
J4C captured some voices from
ing results; 34 juvenile offenders
court in Soroti. Over 33 child rethe traininghad their cases fast tracked and
lated cases at police have recently
committed for trial in the High
been recommended for closure and “Before, I would handle cases genCourt with ongoing plea bargainput away. At least 255 and 474 erally. A file was a file, but now I
ing session to dispose of the cases.
child related cases that have been give priority in prosecuting. I now
60 Juvenile offenders were rein the system for more than three handle them in line with the chilleased by courts after dismissal of
dren Act”. Another partheir cases while 17 were
116 cases of suspected juveniles in adult facili- ticipant said, “J4C! You
granted bail and only 02
have no Idea what the
children were convicted and ties and 37 cases of adults in children facilities
training (for Grade I
orders or rehabilitation
were registered Naguru and Gulu Remand
Magistrates) has done to
passed.
Homes. DCCs led age verification exercises saw us……the
training

Mbale:

Sustain for 49 being confirmed children in adult facilities
with 45 successfully removed; 04 children
Life, a foreign NGO based
in Mbale has joined the con- (suspected Juvenile offenders) were being prostituency in Mbale DCC. In
cessed for removal by the end of the quarter.
partnership with Government through the Ministry 18 adults were confirmed to be in children facilities and were all transferred to adult facilities

opened our eyes to see
provisions and standards, which we did not
know about their existence. We are so
ashamed the way we
used to do things.’’
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Assorted News Round up By: Faith Namono, Viola Ajok, Rhona Babwetera& Linda Arombo

Bududa:

The new Grade I Magistrate Her
Worship Fionah Angura has adopted innovative
and expeditious ways of handling civil cases involving children. Without indulging into testimonies, the Magistrate peruses case files and if parentage is not in issue she makes orders against the
respondent forthwith. This has raised a bell, and
now the men have even started saying; ‘’this time
the mad woman has come.’’ Probation officer
confirmed this by saying men have started approaching him to help them settle with the mothers of children outside court, before the magistrate
passes the order.

nated by court to hear juvenile matters (every
Tuesdays for Gulu Courts, Amuru Courts every
Thursdays). This ensured no child misses out on
his or her court day and all concerned parties are
in the know of when court will sit and what transpires since they are all in court on such days.
This has facilitated expeditious handling petty
offenders in Gulu remand Home.
In Gulu, the newly posted G1 H/W Owino Joseph
who was a participant in the specialized training
and interfacing with the program for the first time
has decided to have custodial sentences as the last
resort and grant bail in all deserving cases at the
time of plea taking to ensure no undeserving petty
offenders find their way into the remand home.

Amuru:

Joint handling of child neglect cases
by both PSWO office and CFPU has ensured effective services to children. Through follow up
visit to monitor compliance actors are able to
track progress and revisit decisions accordingly.
Similarly, in a bid to curb early marriages, the
Police in conjunction with RSA in Amuru arrested
and successfully prosecuted 02 fathers who perpetuated early marriages of their daughters. Although the punishment was light, it sent a warning
signal to hundreds of parents against perpetuating
early marriage to get wealth.

Nwoya:

The participation of political, technical and police in joint community sensitization
programmes on child justice issues provided a
unified voice and message against child abuse in
communities. The Nwoya working Committee
members comprising of the DPC, CLO, DISO,
RDC, CFPU-In charge sensitised National Park
lane communities of Olwiyo, Purongoanaka, and
in 10 Primary and 02 Secondary schools in
Nwoya Districts. The areas of discussion included; children rights, defilement, domestic violence,
murder, rape and arson.

Agago:

After searching for her in vain, her
family organized a funeral on assumption that she
was dead. However, to their utter amazement,
Judith was rescued and returned home safe, albeit
pregnant and expecting a child.
According to a Samaritan, a certain man lured
Amule Judith (17) from her home in Oyam and
brought her to Patongo Sub-County, Agago district promising to marry her. He got her pregnant
and when he realized that she was mentally retarded, he dumped her and ran off. The Samaritan
who found the juvenile loitering in town, helped
to drop her at the Patongo police station. Judith
could not speak clearly but it was understood that
her home is in Oyam District.

On 18th August 2014, the Child and Family Protection Unit (CFPU) in charge, Odokonyero
Vicky obtained fuel facilitation from Justice for
Children (J4C) and Passion for Community
(P4C), a local NGO to deliver the juvenile victim
to Oyam District on a motorbike. At Oyam Central Police Station, the juvenile victim was well
known and Judith was easily returned to her
Gulu: All judicial officers and other con- home.
cerned stakeholders now observe the days desig-
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J4C Kumi & Mbale

By: The Eastern Team

A Regional Coordina- the day and no juvenile found in the cells. The 31 chiltion Committee meeting was held on 14th August, 2014 dren were in the Remand Home at the time of inspection
at the Mbale Magistrate’s Court. Among other issues and their hygiene was considered generally good.
discussed, included a challenge with the 24 hour rule for
children on remand, DCC functionality and reports, as Critical issues highlighted included; Orders issued at
well as children overstaying on remand. The Regional FCC are not specific and thus not clear, FCC charges a
CIID officer noted that he did conduct spot inspections fee for court clerks to type documents and this fee varies
where he got juveniles in the cells and ordered for their from 15,000 -50,000/= depending on the client, causing
release. Also highlighted was the fact that property ex- miscarriage of justice, Juveniles are mixed with adults in
hibits are taken away from suspects and instead photo- court cells, probation officer never seen in court, 90% of
the applications received for
graphs are presentHon. Justice Henry Kaweesa leads the RCC in the inspection
letters of Administraed in court.
tion involve children.
It was further noted
The RCC resolved
that Administration of
that children’s casestates where benefies should be prioriciaries are minors is
tized with continustill centralized and
ous handling of
thus the process takes
juvenile
capital
long for the beneficiaroffenders, remand
ies to access their benhomes to always
efits from head office.
alert office of the
DPP on juveniles
Members
instructed
not committed to
the Chief Magistrate to
High court, everyrectify the fee issue in
body charged with
FCC without delay and
capital
offenses
the Remand Home ofmust be first examficials were urged to
ined to prove the
always explain to the
age, DCC Chairchildren whenever they
persons
should
share reports with RCC members, spot inspections are not taken to court on the scheduled days, as they need
should be encouraged, and a dispatch book should be to be aware of what is happening.
signed at Police with time of delivery of the files to
Kumi DCC Meeting: The Kumi DCC held a
avoid delay.
meeting August 7th 2014 to discuss issues pertinent to its
RCC Inspection in Mbale: An RCC Inspection functionality. They reflected on the lack of a resident
of institutions was organized in Mbale on 27th August, magistrate, election of new chairperson, Remand Home
2014 covering the Chief Magistrates’ court (specifically, not taking juveniles remanded to court, lack of DCC
FCC and court cells), DPP’s office, Regional Ministry of committees and age determination of juveniles. They
Justice & Constitutional Affairs, Mbale Central Police resolved that the Kumi DCC through the Chair person
Station, Mbale Remand Home and CAOs office. The should write to the Chief Registrar a letter spelling out
inspections involved verification of registers to find out the need for a resident magistrate at the site and the chalhow children cases are registered. Among the observa- lenges currently faced in terms of case disposal. At the
tions included the fact that all registers are the same in meeting, Mr. Alex Okirigi was elected the DCC Chairall Institutions printed with no provision for juveniles. person and Mr. Ochopa John the Secretary. Sensitization
Members advised the DPP to start including the letter “J” programme are to be carried out in the communities esnext to the column of sex to mean juvenile, as this will pecially with the LCs on their roles
help with identification. No juvenile was registered in

RCC Meeting in Mbale-
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J4C Central

A taste of victory

Central ‘beats’ them all

It was joy unconfined as the Justice for Chil- performance in the future.
dren Central team was announced best per- The Central team comprises of Noume Bazinzi
formers in the 3rd Year, 3rd Quarter. The elec- (Coordinator), Brendah Kyomugisha, Racheal
tion was conducted by secret ballot at a staff meeting in Gulu, and
capped by a management vote.
“By virtue of the powers entrusted to upon me, I have the honor to
announce the Central J4C Team
led by none other than Ms. Noume Bazinzi as the overall winner
in the Quarter three of Year 3 of
J4C programme implementation”,
said Sylvia Namubiru Mukasa,
Director of Programmes while
announcing the results. The
Northern Acholi Sub-region team
led by Ms. Rhona Babwetera
emerged second. The results were
announced on Thursday 18th September at 15: 49 Hours.

Amongusho and Caroline Nankinga.

Among the reasons adduced by fellow staff for And for all the pleasantries of this victory,
the Central team victory included; innovation, what other reward could the team receive than
timely feedback and accountability, effective support to stake- Ms. Noume Bazinzi speaks to Deputy Commissioner MoGLSD James Kabogoholders, team cohesion and coop- za during inspection of the Naguru Remand Home
eration, and clear reporting. Management the birth of Baby Ella Kirabo Nanteza, born to
agreed that the team’s performance indicators the team Coordinator Noume Bazinzi a night
ranked highest and therefore, they deserved before the election was conducted!
the victory.
Speaking on behalf of her team, Ms. Noume
Bazinzi said, “Half energy produces half result; full energy, full results. This has not been
easy, but cooperation and coordination has
seen us through. As a team, we are humbled
by this achievement”.
It wasn’t ‘defeat’ per se for the rest of the
teams as they too made visible contributions
during the quarter, and one by one, team leaders and members congratulated the Central
upon their victory, promising to up their own

At RCC level, 4 out of 5 targeted RCC meetings
and 04 out of 5 targeted RCC inspections were
conducted in the regions of Gulu, Mbale, Nakawa and Fort Portal
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J4C Gulu

By: Tumusiime K. Deo& Rhona Babwetera

Gulu Battles Child offenders
Gulu, Uganda, September
8 2014: If you’re below 18, the
law in Uganda considers you a
child and you are likely to receive lenience in case of an offence. If above 18, they are more
likely to face the full force of the
law. Now, whether out of ignorance or malice, many children
particularly arrested from districts outside Gulu, are brought to
the Gulu main prison with an age
tag of above 18 for lack of holding facilities for children. The
Justice for Children (J4C) review
meeting held today in Gulu at the
Bomah Hotel was informed that
some of these are cases of repeat
offenders whom their communities of origin are fed up of. In
addition, age verification procedures are generally said to be ill
conducted and therefore, unable
to properly inform fair delivery
of justice.
th

J4C recently conducted an age
verification exercise for 53 suspected juveniles detained in the
adult prison. 23 of them were
found to be juveniles. On the extreme, one child (17), who had
been processed through the system as an adult, was sentenced to
15 years imprisonment a case of
aggravated defilement before the
age verification exercise. Accord-

ing to the Children Act, the maximum sentence for a child offender on a capital offense is 3 years.
Some cases defeat common sense
according to His Worship Paul
Owino for example, if a 16-year
old defiles 2-3 year old, such a
child released back to the community is likely to be lynched.
There’s need to make consideration for the victims, who continue
hurting long after the offenders’
cases have been disposed of.

accounts for 90% of the cases
registered. Unfortunately some of
these cases are frustrated by parents who negotiate cases out of
court, taking advantage of the
loophole in the law where early
marriages are not criminalized.
Susan Okalany, a Senior Prosecutor with the Directorate of Public Prosecutions, emphasized the
need to amend the law to provide
for criminalization of early marriages.

During the meeting, mention was
made of the dire situation of the
remand home. “We managed to
visit remand homes severally but
what I realized is that the rooms
are stinking, children have no
uniforms, and there’s little or no
food”, said His Worship Owino.
He observed the outcry from
some circles regarding sending
petty offenders to the National
Rehabilitation Centre Kampiringisa due to lack of alternative facilities upon diversion, as many
end up becoming hard core criminals while there.

All is not lost. Gulu courts have
set up a special day to hear children’s cases, increased visits to
remand homes have been
planned, bail is offered to breastfeeding mothers, no child cases
are heard without the court being
fully constituted, with a child’s
social inquiry report on file,
among others.

Represented at the meeting
were;
the Chief Magistrate,
UNICEF, Gulu Regional Remand
Home, police, prisons, advocates,
Legal Aid Project, DPP, the
Uganda Human Rights CommisCurrently, 64 juveniles are de- sion and Fit persons.
tained in the remand home, 10 of
whom are petty offenders. According to Joseph Kilama the
Probation and Social Welfare
officer, aggravated defilement
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J4C Acholi

By: Tumusiime K. Deo

Field Travel experience

J4C staff get stuck in Agago
9/9/2014- All seemed well as the Justice for Children team headed from Gulu to Kitgum for program review meetings with stopovers at Pader and
Agago. An hour into what was meant to be a 4hour journey from Agago to Kitgum, the journey
came to an instant halt as the vehicle we were traveling in got…for lack of a better word, s-t-u-c-k. A
team of local volunteers soon appeared and swung
into action. Sadly the effort of over 15 men was
soon to come to nothing, as the vehicle continued
to sink down what obviously qualifies as one of the
worst roads in Africa. Kalongo in Agago district to
be more specific.
And as God’s ways always prevail, our humble
prayer at the start of the journey was to be the difference. All we needed was to hold onto our faith.
Out of the blue, an ambulance appeared from the
opposite direction. On seeing its red number plate,
one fellow remarked, “Those red number plate cars
can never help”. I hastily advised that we just try
and seek help, and the ambulance driver was interestingly more than happy to help. He turned his
car, called for a chain, and somehow one of the
other stuck
Epitome of the mud of the night
cars
had
one.
We
pushed, and cheered as our car was successfully
pulled out of the mud, to everyone’s miraculous
relief
after
a four
-hour
ordeal.
This
was
no
doubt
the
hand
of
God at play.
As I penned off this article, my pair of snickers

weighed anything over 7Kgs, three quarters of it
being simply mud. At the end of it all though, we
can look back and say, “Aw, well survived”.
It may not be very important to apportion blame;
but if anyone cares, cry for the people in Agago,
for the state of the roads here is simply insane, especially during the rainy season. I overheard someone say, “You are lucky it didn’t rain today”! One
wonders then what a ‘Party’ it would have been
had it rained on the day.
The car that rescued us was an all weather Land
Cruiser worth anything over 100Million. Very understandable for a car so important for saving the
lives of patients in need of intensive care. And
well, not necessarily being patients ourselves at the
time, we undoubtedly needed intensive care….and
who else to offer it than an ambulance? Should we
buy land cruisers or pull ourselves together and fix
the roads…at least the known hot spots.
Well, we paid the bigger price of facing the inconveniences, but it would be a shame if days turned
into weeks before something is done right. Certainly God’s goodness can only be tested for so long.
Haaaa, the next time you wish your loved one a
safe journey to Agago or wherever else North, keep
in mind that it might take more than
just a wish.
But what a journey!
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J4C Acholi review

What was said….

Justice for Children holds 3rd Quarter Review meeting
A Justice for Children Acholi regional review meeting
was held at the Bomah Hotel in Kitgum 10/9/2014. His
Worship Felix Omara, Chief Magistrate Kitgum in his
opening remarks welcomed participants to the district. “If
children copy and paste, who do they copy from? It’s
from us,” he said. “Let’s learn only one thing- we need to
find out workable solutions and stop lamenting. If you say
there are lots of children in the prisons, how did they get
there? If we don’t handle ourselves well as parents or potential parents, there’s no way the children will be different”, he urged.

have changed or not? Each individual should ask-what
have I done as an individual to ensure results as set out by
the programme. J4C was not a still birth; it is a programme conceived by CJSI and was supposed to be implemented by JLOS actors. This review is not to point
fingers at anybody but self-evaluation. Is this baby sitting,
crawling, walking, independent? We need to be candid in
answering this question.
Let’s maintain connections. If you are handing over office
to someone, make sure you introduce the programme to
them.”

Other officials at the function also made remarks as folValentine Namakula, CJSI Executive Director- “It’s poslows:
sible to protect children better. This is what the 18 flagHon. Lady Justice Margaret Muntonyi, Resident Judge ship sites were set up to demonstrate. J4C is a programme
Gulu High Court Circuit, and first Chairperson of J4C of JLOS designed to draw us to the drawing board in
terms of what we are supposed to do in the protection of
National Steering Committee
justice for children. As the pilot programme draws to an
“This meeting should help us identify challenges and
end, we as stakeholders, have the opportunity to shape
achievements and map out opportunities for the future.
what justice for children should be in 2015. Right now
Need a holistic approach to strengthen the function of jus18/112 DCC are benefiting.
tice for children.
Irene Oluka, Child Protection Specialist (UNICEF, SAFE
“Key focus areas: Children at risk, Victims of [Gender
TEAM) thanked justice actors and J4C for all efforts in
based] violence and
delivering justice for children. We could see from the disChildren in conflict with the law
trict reviews that a lot has been done and we appreciate all
Are the children’s rights protected in Acholi Sub-region? efforts especially the coordination. Yesterday in Pader, I
We still have children in our system staying longer than was happy to know they were doing some advocacy work
the statutory period. We still have cases of children from prior to J4C, and this is what gave birth to the Gulu Reas far as Kitgum, Amuru, Agago and remanded in Gulu. mand Home. This review may not be the end of us workHow can that help in making sure that cases are heard in ing together because the problems of children are enortime? How can you expect a child remanded in Gulu to mous.
travel to and from Kitgum for hearing of his case?
Majority of the cases recorded are of aggravated defilement. We need to fast-track children’s cases. A child of 3years cannot even remember the offender if a case drags
on for more than 3 years. We need to assist the victims of
defilement to testify when they are still annoyed but when
they feel shy, they do not wish to associate with what happened to them.

Susan Okalany, current Chairperson J4C National Steering Committee- Matters of children are close to my heart,
and even if I have no biological children, I love children
so much. We must evolve a case management culture by
collecting proper information and data. It does not matter
whether you love children or not. Children remember
things rapidly but they also forget rapidly-as such their
cases must be handled while the child can still remember.

Sending children to the National Rehabilitation Center in If we do not handle children correctly from criminals, we
Kampiringisa is a risk of making them worse criminals. are creating a circus for the future-they are going to grow
Do we have a follow up mechanism to assess whether up into criminal adults.
after they have served their time in Kampiringisa, they
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Age Verification

What you need to know ...

Understanding Age Verification
Why Age verification? Age verification is used to ver- PARAMETERS FOR AGE VERIFICATION
ify whether one is criminally liable or not. Criminal
Physical assessment: Breast development, hair distriliability applies to anyone of 12 years and above
bution (Pubic, armpits, beard), and dentition (more
When police arrests suspected criminals, the question accurate). A person at the age of 18 should have 32
of where to detain them arises. Legally, children are sets of teeth. Bone age (leg) is also considered through
not supposed to be detained in adult cells and the op- X-rays. At the age of 18, the bone is said to have
posite is also true. However, in some instances, it’s stopped growing and it becomes calcified. From the
not easy to tell one’s age by merely looking at their age of 12, the voice begins to get deeper in boys, and
face
breasts start to shoot up in girls.
Additionally, one’s age determines how they are handled, e.g. it is desirable that children are not handcuffed, and do not testify in the open court and not
main. One’s age determines the type of offence to be
charged of the offender e.g, In sex related offences, a
defilement case involving someone below 13 years is
considered aggravated; if it involves persons above 13
but below 18, it’s considered defilement. However, if
it involves both children, a girl and boy of between 14
years and below 18, it is considered “Child to child
sex”, and both parties are criminally liable and should
both be punished. The type of charge vis avis the age
has a bearing on the punishment to be handed the offender. Age determination is also useful to the victims
as well.

Is Age verification done at a fee? The service is generally free of charge.
Are results usually accurate? No, what is provided is
merely an estimate; but medical age verification is
most times reliable
Additional information: Justice for Children advises
JLOS stakeholders to also consider other non-medical
procedures to determine age, for example; checking
birth and baptism certificates, immunization cards,
comparing peers in the same age brackets, checking
school records, statements of parents and or guardians
of the child suspect or victim among others.
The above tips are courtesy of Police Surgeon, Dr.
Ojara Santo, Market Street Medical Clinic, Nakawa

There’s need to guard against the bad practice of inflating age, considering the gross implications to a
Compiled on behalf of CJSI by: Tumusiime K. Deo
child processed as an adult and ‘vice versa’.
Who does age verification? Age verification is conducted by a clinical or medical officer (in serious cases). Otherwise in petty cases, age may be determined
at the discretion of a police or prison officer or magistrate by observation.
When is Age verification mandatory? In all capital
offences like murder, rape, defilement, the age of the
accused and the victim must be verified before the file
is taken to the State Attorney for sanctioning
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J4C National Level Resolutions 2014 :
The Second Annual Review of the Justice, Law
and Order Sector (JLOS) progress to improve services for children was held in Kampala June 2014
presided over by Principle Judge His Lordship
Yorokamu Bamwine. In attendance were; the Director of Public Prosecutions, Director Criminal
Intelligence and Investigations Directorate of the
Uganda Police Force, Judges of the High Court,
Honorable Members of Parliament, the Deputy
Country Representative of UNICEF, Chief Administrative Officers of selected districts, Chairperson
of the JLOS Technical Committee, the Vice President of the Uganda Law Society, members of the
National Steering Committee of Justice for Children, the Traditional Leaders, representatives of all
JLOS institutions, the JLOS Sector Secretariat, the
UNICEF SAFE Team, Centre for Justice Studies
and Innovations (CJSI), Local Government, members of Civil Society Organizations and the representatives of the media.
Below are high lights of the overall sector resolutions and institutional specific resolutions.
OVERALL

Sector-specific recommendations
Prioritize and
allocate
resources
to
Child Justice
Interventions.
Provide an Annual Country
State of the
Child Justice
Report

MINISTRY OF GENDER, LABOUR AND
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT (MoGLSD)
The MoGSLD to:
Develop, approve, gazette and disseminate the
National Child Diversion standards and
guidelines as well as accredit the fit persons
and other fit institutions
Provide and locate probation services for children in court
Establish regional model Child Rehabilitation
Centres and revamp the Kampiringisa National Rehabilitation Centre
Approve and ensure compliance to management standards of the Remand homes.
Expedite the passing of the amendment to the
Children’s Act.
Plan and provide for an emergency fund for
juveniles and child victims in need of care and
protection
Publish and share with all stakeholders the
lists of approved Children’s
homes/
orphanages and strengthen the inspection and
monitoring for compliance with the standards.

It was unanimously agreed that the Justice, Law
and Order Sector shall undertake the following actions within the next one year:
Develop a prioritized and costed National Child
Justice Strategy.
Integrate all Action Points in this Resolution in the
JLOS Issues Paper for Inclusion in the National
Development Plan (NDP).
Improve data collection and information management to inform priorities and decision making;
Strengthen the probation function;
Provide justice in a friendly and timely manner,
develop more child friendly procedures and standards
Address case backlog and challenges with procedures in Court.
Open a one- stop centers for rehabilitation of children at the regional level.
Put in place a mechanisms and procedures for Turn to page 18
effective Management of Alternative care systems.
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Sector-specific recommendations
THE JUDICIARY
 Prioritize, track and ensure compliance with child
justice standards as enshrined in the Children Act,
with particular emphasis to time taken to serve
children, prescribe custodial sentences as last resort
and ensure that orders are in conformity with the
law
 Develop, adopt and enforce child friendly processes in Court.
 Take proactive steps to eliminate backlog of all
cases related to children
 Review , adopt and track compliance of revised
work process relating to children services
 Periodically plan, review and report on the state of
its services to children.
 Integrate accountability for delivery of children
services into JLOS RCC/DCC Job Descriptions
and Performance systems
 Disaggregate data in terms of children served



THE UGANDA POLICE FORCE





DIRECTORATE OF PUBLIC PROSECUTIONS











The DPP to operationalize the prosecution performance guidelines 2014 and ensure that all State
Attorneys manage child related cases efficiently, in
a timely and child friendly manner
The DPP to budget for victim and witness support
to ensure their protection
The DPP to widely disseminate and track progress
on the implementation of the prosecution guidelines relating to handling of children’s cases
The DPP to develop capacity of all staff to manage
and deal with children’s cases
The DPP will lead innovations and enforce compliance with all standards in accordance with the law
for example; prosecution led innovations, diversion, reconciliation, plea bargaining, victim support, witness protection.
The DPP will initiate and develop guidelines on
how to handle child to child sex related matters
The DPP should disaggregate data in terms of children served

UGANDA PRISONS SERVICE


The Uganda Prisons Services is urged to periodically report on the status of children in adult facili-

ties and action taken
The Uganda Prisons Services is urged to Plan and
provide for children in contact with the law especially those born or living with their mothers in
prison











The Police to develop and adopt child-protection
standards by end of 2014
The Police will conduct a capacity assessment
(skills, knowledge, attitudes) of all existing personnel serving children and develop a strategy to address gaps.
The Police will prioritize and ensure compliance
with child justice standards as enshrined in the law,
particular emphasis to investigation before arrest,
child protection and victim/witness support, detention as a last resort, observe the 24 hour rule, separate children from adults, provision of one stop
child support services, involvement of probation,
legal representative and next of kin at earliest state
The Police to approve and implement revised joint
workflow processes for investigation, probation,
health, and prosecution services to ensure speedy
case circulation and management.
The Police to conduct periodic reviews of case
management of children related cases at District,
regional and National levels.
Upgrade, allocate and resource outposts with adequate operational resources and skills to address
child related cases.
Prioritize awareness creation and address root
causes of violence against children in the National
Community Policing Programme.
The Police should disaggregate data in terms of
children served

Note: There were also resolutions for, the Uganda Human Rights Commission, The Administrator General’s
office, Uganda Registrations Service Bureau, Ministry
of Local Government, and the Uganda Law Reform
Commission.
For details, please visit our Website:
www.j4c.cjsi.org

Upco
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Acholi sub-region resolutions

Highlights

R/DCC/J4C sub-committee functionality
@national Level, the J4C Steering Committee fast tracks the formalization of the
Regional Coordination Committees (RCC)
and the necessary capacity development
on RCC operations.
Enhanced diversion Practices
The J4C steering Committee prioritizes
and engages the Government on reelection of LC Court members

Fast track and Backlog clearance of
cases
The RCC Acholi and J4C Steering Committee jointly advocates for creation of
new Chief Magisterial Areas in Pader (for
Pader and Agago districts) and Amuru
(for Amuru and Nwoya districts)

Strengthening support services for children
The J4C Steering Committee engages
MoGLSD for increased budget allocation
for welfare issues relating to children in
remand homes.
The DCC should tap into traditional leaders in
Acholi to tackle issues of delinquent children
and map out fit persons within the traditional
systems.

Resolutions to combat Worst practices
All cases of offenders of apparent age between 17-20 years should be subjected to
thorough investigations of age including reexamination, checking on the baptism registers and cards, school registers e.t.c

Custodial sentences and Remand
practices:

At the national level, birth registration is fast
tracked

All DCCs with Children in Gulu Remand
Home design and implement immediate
decongestion initiative for Gulu Remand
Home

AS DISCUSSED AND RESOLVED BY
REPRESENTATIVES OF ALL JLOS INSTITUTIONS AND NON STATE AC-

No charge relating to a child offender
should be sanctioned without social
inquiry report

TORS IN ACHOLI SUB-REGION ON
THE 10TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER 2014
AT BOMAH HOTEL LTD IN KITGUM
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J4C Pader

By: Tumusiime K. Deo and Linda Arombo

Child justice- "Money is a necessary resource, but not a prerequisite”
Pader, 9/9/2014-"Money is
a necessary resource, but
not a prerequisite in delivering justice for children" ,
says Valentine Namakula,
the Executive Director
Centre for Justice Studies
and Innovation (CJSI). She
made the remarks while
addressing Justice Law and
Order Sector (JLOS) Justice for Children partners at
the Pader district court hall.
From Kampala to Kabarole
to Kyenjojo, Amuru to Gulu, Soroti to Bududa,
Moroto to Pader, the challenges
surrounding child justice are similar and immense. According to
Valentine, while waiting for
funds to be secured, system actors should utilize what they have
and explore low cost alternatives
to deliver justice. She sighted the
fact that it does not require money for a police officer to divert a
case of a child offender or a magistrate to prioritize children's cases as is required by law.
Pader is one of the first pilot sites
for the Justice for Children program of JLOS, aimed at ensuring
expeditious handling of child related cases. Pader has reduced the
time it takes to dispose of petty
offences before the Family and
Children courts (FCCs). However, according to statistics presented during the district review
meeting held today, a backlog of

about 930 child related cases exist in the justice system particularly at the level of the Chief
Magistrate. Pader called for a redesignation by the Judiciary of
the two sites of Pader and Agago
into a stand alone Chief Magisterial Area. Like other districts,
Pader decried the rising cases of
aggravated defilement, coupled
with loopholes in the age verification
exercise.

tive. This, in a bid to reduce on
the number of petty offenders
who, when arrested, stretch the
little available resources, in addition to the risks they are exposed
to
in
detention.
In response to the call for community based youth rehabilitation
services, the meeting advised the
system actors among others, to
explore and map out non-state
actors who could offer additional
support. Most importantly, the
need to divert petty cases away
from the system was underscored
as a means to reduce case backlog.

The DPC of Pader Sabiti Ambrose highlighted the rising cases
of child trafficking and drug
abuse. In a bid to address these
cases, the former J4C Coordinator Mbale and Team Leader of
Acholi Justice for Children Team By: Tumusiime Kabwende Deo
Ms. Rhona Babwetera advised for
regular inspection of all public
vehicles crossing out of the district to ensure that all children on
board are accompanied by a rela-
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J4C Baby Album

J4C gets a Saalongo
J4C Programme Manager Nicholas Ogwang and wife,
Patricia , were blessed with a set of twins on September
18th 2014 at the Lacor Hospital in Gulu.
The twins, Eric Paul and Marvin Paul came within a
week after J4C Central Coordinator Noume Bazinzi
also popped a daughter, Ella.

Welcome baby Ella

The J4C family

on Thursday September

11th 2014, was blessed with a new bundle of
joy. Baby Ella Kirabo Nanteza was born to
Ms. Noume Bazinzi and Micheal Kamya
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In other News….
Holding each other responsible for justice
By: Viola Ajok
Nwoya: J4C on 29th July 2014
received information through a
police officer that a case of a 15year old boy having defiled a 5year old girl, his cousin, had been
diverted by some senior police
officers to be settled by the family. The case originated from
Pakwach but was forwarded to
Nwoya Central Police Station
since the crime had been committed in Nwoya. The senior officers
had diverted the case and other
police officers were not pleased
with how the case had been handled. However, some police officers who had received child protection training and juvenile justice training were not happy. The
OC CIID who had been away on
official duty was also informed
and wasn’t pleased with what
transpired.
“When I arrived in Nwoya during
my routine visit to the police station, I was briefed again by another police officer on what transpired. After speaking to OC CIID on phone, I immediately alerted the OC station since the DPC
had travelled for community policing, and he called for the file.
Once the offender was arrested,
medical examination was conducted on the juvenile offender
and he was charged with aggravated defilement.” The Resident
State Attorney was informed of
the same, and as result of collaborative file management, the juve-

nile offender appeared in court
and was remanded. This was
manifestation that in ensuring
observance of standards in the
Children Act, child justice does
not mean that children are absolved from being held responsible for their actions.

Under-age arrested

By: Naomi Bazinzi, Nakawa Kampala: Even when the Children Act

clearly stipulates the age of criminal liability, police in various districts continues to arrest underage children. A survey of the Naguru Remand Home indicated
twelve such children had been

arrested on various counts.
“These children are visibly
young even without the need
for age verification”, said Naomi Bazinzi, the J4C Coordinator for central region. The children were late paraded to the
Regional Coordinating Committee members during the inspection in August, spelling a
huge gap in the justice system.
On hearing about this case,
members of the inspection team
resolved that no child should be
allowed entry into the remand
home without a document to
verify their age, and the affected were immediately sorted out.

No.

Names

Age

Offence

Court

1

Datman

10

theft

Mukono

2

Kasuja

11

Mityana

3

Marvin

11

4

Galiwango

11

Picking money
Shop breaking
theft

5

Mugisa

12

theft

Mukono

6

Kalimu

10

theft

Mukono

7

Kulumba

11

theft

Mukono

8

Kajubi

11

Theft

Luweero

9
10

Ashraf
Yona

12
11

theft
defilement

Mpigi
Jinja

11

Mwanje

9

theft

Nabweru

Kasangati
Mityana
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Upcoming Activities

National level


Routine J4C Steering Committee advocacy meetings with institutional heads to actualise
J4C resolutions and recommendations– October—December



J4C tripartite meeting to discuss the post J4C demonstration and design of phase 2 of the
program



Breakfast meeting with key national level stakeholders and donors to disseminate national level and Acholi Review report, resolutions– End of November



J4C Steering Committee meeting– October 24th



National Level Steering Committee monitoring visits- November

Sub-national level


Training of RCCs in Gulu, Soroti, Mbale, Nakawa and Kabarole in leadership and management for results- Late October –Early Nov 2014



Expand the program to the new district of Kyegegwa and carry out introductory meeting
with stakeholders– End of October



A series of R/DCC activities including meetings, monitoring and dissemination and actualization of Acholi review resolutions

Contact us: Plot 21, Valley Road, Ntinda, Kampala: www.j4c.cjsi.org

